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Controllable chemical doping of graphene has already proven very useful for electronic applications, but

when turning to optical and photonic applications, the additional requirement of having both a high

transparency and a low surface roughness has, to our knowledge, not yet been fulfilled by any chemical

dopant system reported so far. In this work, a new method that meets for the first time this optical-

quality requirement while also providing efficient, controllable doping is presented. The method relies on

F4-TCNQ dissolved in methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) yielding a uniform deposition after spin coating

because of an extraordinary charge transfer interaction between the F4-TCNQ and MEK molecules. The

formed F4-TCNQ/MEK layer exhibits a very high surface quality and optical transparency over the

visible-infrared wavelength range between 550 and 1900 nm. By varying the dopant concentration of

F4-TCNQ from 2.5 to 40 mg ml�1 MEK, the doping effect can be controlled between Dn ¼ +5.73 � 1012

cm�2 and +1.09 � 1013 cm�2 for initially strongly p-type hydrogen-intercalated graphene grown on 6H-

silicon-carbide substrates, and between Dn ¼ +5.56 � 1012 cm�2 and +1.04 � 1013 cm�2 for initially

weakly p-type graphene transferred on silicon samples. This is the first time that truly optical-quality

chemical doping of graphene is demonstrated, and the obtained doping values exceed those reported

before for F4-TCNQ-based graphene doping by as much as 50%.
1. Introduction

Graphene, a monolayer of sp2-hybridized carbon atoms ordered
in a honeycomb structure, is a most promising material with
unprecedented application possibilities in the elds of,
amongst others, electronics, spintronics and photonics.1 Pris-
tine graphene exhibits truly extraordinary characteristics such
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as an extremely high thermal conductivity2 (K ¼ 5.30 � 103 W
mK�1 at room temperature), the ability to sustain a signicant
electrical current density3 (J ¼ 108 A cm�2), a high electron
mobility at room temperature4 (m ¼ 2 � 105 cm2 V�1 s�1), an
exceptional intrinsic strength and elasticity5 (sint¼ 130 GPa and
E ¼ 1 TPa, respectively) and an unusually high optical absorp-
tion of 2.3% per layer.1,6 What makes graphene even more
interesting is that its electronic and optical properties can be
tuned by shiing its Fermi level. Whereas pristine graphene
acts like a zero-bandgap semiconductor with its Fermi level
positioned at the Dirac point,7 the position of the Fermi level
can be adjusted either by applying an electrical eld with a gate
voltage (electrical doping)8 or by chemical doping.9 The latter
can be roughly subdivided in substitutional doping and surface
transfer doping. When a carbon atom in the graphene layer is
replaced by an atom with a different number of valence elec-
trons,10 like boron11 or nitrogen,12 the sp2-hybridization of
carbon atoms will be disrupted and graphene is exposed to
substitutional doping. When surface transfer doping is applied,
a dopant molecule is adsorbed on the surface and causes an
electron exchange between graphene and the dopant molecule.9

Both doping mechanisms can lead to a shi of the Fermi level
above or below the Dirac point, called n-type doping with an
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501 | 104491
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Fig. 1 Representation of p- and n-doping of graphene. Next to the
graphene band diagram, the energy diagram of the electron donor or
acceptor is shown with its ELUMO (energy of the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital) and EHOMO (energy of the highest occupied
molecular orbital).14

Fig. 2 Chemical structure of 2,3,5,6-tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyano-
quinodimethane (F4-TCNQ).
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excess of electrons or p-type doping with an excess of holes,
respectively13 (Fig. 1).

For electronic applications the effectiveness of a graphene
doping method is expressed in terms of charge carrier
concentration, mobility and sheet resistance. However, when
considering the use of graphene in optical and photonic
applications such as in photonic integrated circuits and
nonlinear optics, also a high optical transparency and a low
surface roughness of the dopant system are of crucial impor-
tance. Several research groups have already developed chemical
dopant systems for graphene with an additional optical
absorption of only a few percent for light passing perpendicu-
larly through the graphene sheet, and some of them even
reached real transparency in certain wavelength domains.15–21

However, the latter either relied on a plasma treatment of the
graphene effectively worsening the surface quality and hence
the level of light scattering in the 2D material, or only induced
a weak and non-controllable doping effect.15,17,22,23

Hence, a new doping method is needed that fullls the
requirement of having real transparency and a very low surface
roughness to eliminate light scattering, while also establishing
controllable and efficient doping. We here present such
a method, where the active dopant compound is 2,3,5,6-
tetrauoro-7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ), a well-
known organic electron acceptor commercially available in
powder form. F4-TCNQ is frequently used for surface transfer
doping of different types of material systems and devices, from
OLEDs24 (organic light-emitting diodes) and polymer transis-
tors,25 to diamond,26 carbon nanotubes27 and graphene.13 As
illustrated in Fig. 2, the dopant molecule F4-TCNQ is composed
of a hexagonal ring substituted by double bonds and by strong
electron-withdrawing nitrile groups and uorine atoms.28 The
unique character of F4-TCNQ is derived partly from the polyene
system with the powerful electron-withdrawing groups and partly
from the planarity and high symmetry of the F4-TCNQ struc-
ture,29 resulting in a high electron affinity30 (EA) of 5.2 eV. The four
uorine groups signicantly increase the charge transfer in
comparison with the non-uorinated analogue TCNQ (EA ¼ 4.8
eV).31 Thework function of graphenewas calculated32 to be 4.5 eV,
indicating that F4-TCNQ can potentially act as a powerful dopant
104492 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501
to extract electrons from graphene. We point out that, when
graphene is exposed to air, some level of p-doping is already
unintentionally introduced. It is therefore a natural strategy in
our paper to try to further increase the p-doping by means of an
electron acceptor such as F4-TCNQ. It should be noted that for
optical applications it generally does not matter whether n- or p-
doping is obtained, since for most light-matter interactions in
graphene only the magnitude of the graphene Fermi level is
important and not its sign.

The deposition of F4-TCNQ as a dopant molecule on graphene
is based on the adsorption on graphene, resulting in its non-
covalent functionalization33 by dopant-substrate p–p interac-
tions.34 The deposition can be realized via thermal evapora-
tion35–37 or via wet chemistry, i.e. via a solvent-assisted method.
The latter method is more advantageous in terms of practical
applicability and technological relevance. Several solvents have
already been employed for wet-chemical F4-TCNQ doping of
polymers and carbon nanotubes including toluene,38–40 chloro-
form,38,41 tetrahydrofuran (THF),42 isopropyl alcohol,43 chloro-
benzene, thiophene, acetonitrile and xylene.38 For the wet-
chemical doping of graphene with F4-TCNQ, only chloroform
and dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) have been tested so far (see the
work of Coletti et al.).35 Nevertheless, of all these studies on
solvent-assisted F4-TCNQ doping, regardless the material the
doping is applied to, none of them report on a low surface
roughness and a high optical transparency of the F4-TCNQ
deposition, as is required for optical and photonic applications.
As pointed out earlier, also when considering other chemical
graphene dopingmethods not relying on F4-TCNQ, none of them
fulll the optical-quality requirement. Regarding the controlla-
bility and doping capacity of F4-TCNQ on graphene, only infor-
mation about the doping obtained via thermal evaporation is, to
our knowledge, available in literature. Coletti et al. obtained
charge neutrality for initially n-doped graphene with a net
increase in hole concentration of +7.15 � 1012 cm�2 aer full
coverage with vapor deposited F4-TCNQ molecule.35

In this paper, we show that by combining F4-TCNQ with
a specic category of solvents, namely ketones, optical-quality
chemical doping of graphene is established for the rst time
while also achieving a controllable and efficient doping effect.
The requirement of optical-quality doping is fullled thanks to
an extra-ordinary layer formation mechanism as a result of
interacting F4-TCNQ and ketone molecules.

The paper consists of two parts. In the rst part a compre-
hensive study is presented about the chemical and optical
properties of the F4-TCNQ/ketone dopant combination: we
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 3 UV-VIS spectra of (A) 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK solution and (B) 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 acetonitrile solution at 3 points in time: (a) t ¼
0 hours, (b) after heating (50 �C) and stirring for 2 hours and (c) after heating (50 �C) and stirring for 5 hours. In the inset, snapshots are shown of
the color evolution of the F4-TCNQ/MEK and F4-TCNQ/acetonitrile dopant solution at the 3 points in time.
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explain the hypothesis of the layer formation, and discuss the
other benets of the ketone solvents in terms of solubility and
optical transparency aer spin coating. The second part of the
paper presents details about the actual doping effect in terms of
the change of graphene's electrical properties. Here, we focus on
one ketone solvent (methyl ethyl ketone or MEK) and determine
the F4-TCNQ concentration dependence of the graphene doping.
Finally, we address the difference between the electron with-
drawing activity of F4-TCNQ incorporated in a layer with MEK
and that obtained through evaporated powder deposition.
2. Results and discussion
2.1 Chemical and optical properties of F4-TCNQ/MEK
solution and layer

2.1.1 Solvent dependent solubility of F4-TCNQ. First, we
studied the solubility of F4-TCNQ in various solvents that had
already been mentioned in literature (toluene, chloroform,
DMSO, xylene, isopropyl alcohol, trichlorobenzene and aceto-
nitrile) and additional commonly used solvents (DCM, dioxane
and MEK).37–42 We selected MEK because it is known that this
ketone solvent (Fig. 4a) has a high solubility for uorine-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
containing molecules or polymers and thus also for F4-
TCNQ.44 Indeed, we found that F4-TCNQ could be readily dis-
solved in a concentration range between 1 and 100 mg F4-TCNQ
ml�1 MEK (3.62 mM to 362 mM) without reaching saturation.
All other solvents exhibited very poor solvation properties (i.e.
a fewmg F4-TCNQml�1 solvent), except for acetonitrile (Fig. 4g)
which featured a substantial while considerably lower solubility
of 60 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1. Based on these solubility results,
further experiments and analyses were carried out with aceto-
nitrile and MEK.

Although the dissolution of F4-TCNQ in MEK was achieved
very easily, additional stirring and heating resulted in a color
change of the dopant solution in time. In order to monitor these
changes, UV-VIS spectroscopy of the solutions was performed.
Fig. 3A shows the absorbance at three different points in time of
a 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK solution. We chose this concen-
tration because it is the center value in the range of concen-
trations used for the doping experiments (see Section 2.2).
Immediately aer preparing the solution, the F4-TCNQ mole-
cules were completely dissolved and the solution was yellowish
orange similar to the color of F4-TCNQ in powder form
(Fig. 3A(a)). The bands at 756 and 862 nm were immediately
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501 | 104493
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Fig. 4 The chemical structure of (a) MEK (methyl ethyl ketone or butanone) (b) acetone (c) 3-methyl-butan-2-one (d) 4-methyl-pentan-2-one
(e) pentan-3-one (f) cyclohexanone and (g) acetonitrile. Solvents (a)–(f) are ketone solvents.
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observed and correspond to F4-TCNQ radical anions.45 Because
F4-TCNQ has a high electron affinity of 5.2 eV,30 it could be
expected that F4-TCNQ acts as an electron acceptor and
becomes negatively charged in the presence of MEK. Further
stirring combined with heating in an oil bath at 50 �C for 2
hours turned the color of the dopant solution from yellowish
orange to green (Fig. 3A(b)) and the F4-TCNQ anion bands
reached maximal amplitude. Since TCNQ anion solutions are
known to exhibit a green color,29,46 the color change is an
additional conrmation of the presence of negatively charged
F4-TCNQ molecules. The latter (intermediate) state evolved
when heating an extra 3 hours, aer which the color changed
from intense green to light green (Fig. 3A(c)). In contrast to what
one might expect, this was accompanied by the disappearance
of the F4-TCNQ anion bands. Once this state was reached, extra
heating did not change the color of the solution nor its corre-
sponding UV-VIS spectrum: the F4-TCNQ/MEK solution was
stabilized at its thermodynamically favorable state where F4-
TCNQ was no longer negatively charged. This phenomenon
was observed for every concentration in the range of 2.5 to
Fig. 5 Microscopy images of (a) the F4-TCNQ/MEK layer and (b) the F4-T
squares observed in the pictures result from the stitching of the separate
image. The pictures (c) and (d) are 3D surface plots taken by AFM of
respectively, to show solvent related differences in roughness.

104494 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501
40 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK, when one keeps in mind that
a higher concentration requires a longer heating and stirring
time (i.e. for 40 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK, 12 hours is necessary).
We note that the solubility terminology used here in fact is only
employed to refer to the physical state where F4-TCNQ as
a powder is dissolved in the solvent MEK. From a chemical
point of view, a different species is being formed, as will be
claried further on in the paper.

The same heating and stirring procedure was performed for
a solution of 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 acetonitrile. The bands
corresponding to F4-TCNQ radical anions were also present in
the UV-VIS spectrum. In contrast with F4-TCNQ in MEK, the
bands did not disappear in time upon heating and stirring and
no color change to green was observed (see Fig. 3B). This reveals
a different interaction of F4-TCNQ with MEK as compared to
that with acetonitrile.

2.1.2 Layer formation through spin coating of F4-TCNQ/
MEK solutions and layer characterization. In a next step we
studied the solvent-assisted deposition of F4-TCNQ. To deposit
a thin coating of F4-TCNQ molecules on a substrate, we applied
CNQ/acetonitrile deposition after spin coating the solutions. The small
microscope images. Nomarski contrast is used to enhance the visual
the F4-TCNQ/MEK layer and the F4-TCNQ/acetonitrile deposition,

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Table 1 XPS results of a bare Si substrate and a spin coated F4-TCNQ/
MEK layer on a Si substrate (concentration ¼ 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1

MEK). The table summarizes the average values and the corresponding
standard deviations derived from measurements at four randomly
selected positions on the surface

Element

Bare Si-sample
(reference)

Si-sample with F4-
TCNQ/MEK layer

Average
(%)

Std. dev.
(%)

Average
(%)

Std. dev.
(%)

O 35.81 0.8 5.13 0.3
C 22.31 1.9 63.46 0.2
N 14.66 0.1
F 16.76 0.3
Si 41.88 1.1
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spin coating of the dopant solution and used silicon (Si)
samples (1 � 1 cm) as substrate with a polished top side
exhibiting a very high surface quality (RMS roughness of only
0.5 nm/25 mm2). This excellent surface quality of the substrate
enabled us to adequately characterize the surface properties of
the deposited F4-TCNQ.

We rst performed spin coating tests for a dopant solution of
20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK. Once the solution was stabilized
(i.e. aer heating and stirring for 5 hours), we found that spin
coating the F4-TCNQ/MEK solution yielded a solid and uniform
layer with a smooth surface. This is due to the arrangement of
the F4-TCNQ and theMEK solvent molecules in a homogeneous
layer as illustrated in Fig. 5a. The obtained RMS value equals the
one for the bare polished Si-substrates (0.5 nm/25 mm2). The
deposited layer thus has a surface roughness that corresponds
with an optical quality of l/1000 at a wavelength of 500 nm over
a surface of 25 mm2.

In contrast, spin coating a solution of 20 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1

acetonitrile did not produce a homogeneous F4-TCNQ deposi-
tion. This is due to a complete solvent evaporation during the
spin coating process as no specic solvent-F4-TCNQ interac-
tions occur. As a result, F4-TCNQ clusters are visible on the
substrate, as illustrated in Fig. 5b. The obtained RMS value is
14.6 nm/25 mm2, which is approximately 30 times higher than
the RMS value of 0.5 nm/25 mm2 obtained for F4-TCNQ/MEK,
the latter being solely due to the underlying Si substrate.

The reason why only MEK yields a smooth layer resides in its
ketone function. To validate our hypothesis, we also tested
several other ketone solvents for their solubility and layer
formation capacities in combination with F4-TCNQ: acetone,
cyclohexanone, pentan-3-one, 3-methyl-butan-2-one and 4-
methyl-pentan-2-one (Fig. 4b–f). Each of them was found to
exhibit a high solubility for F4-TCNQ (up to 100 mg ml�1,
comparable with MEK), and spin coating F4-TCNQ solutions
with these ketone solvents also yielded layers with similarly low
surface roughness (i.e. RMS values < 1 nm/25 mm2) as obtained
with MEK, thus conrming that the ketone function is the
crucial factor in the layer formation mechanism. We note that
a layer is being formed for F4-TCNQ concentrations ranging
from 1 mg to 100 mg ml�1 ketone solvent. Moreover, it is
important to stipulate that the layer formation is independent
of the type of substrate used (silicon and in a later phase glass or
graphene).

The layer formation of F4-TCNQ in MEK and in ketones in
general, is also benecial for the uniformity of the applied
coating. The uniformity was measured with XPS and Table 1
summarizes the results; the small standard deviation conrms
the high uniformity of the spin coated solid layer. The presence
of �5% oxygen and a higher amount of carbon in the layer
(compared to the surface composition of a bare Si sample (as
a reference) and relative to the amount of uorine and nitrogen)
is originating from MEK, conrming the incorporation of MEK
solvent molecules in the obtained dopant layer. The XPS results
of the other F4-TCNQ/ketone layers show that also there the
solvent molecules are present in the layer.

To fully assess the optical-quality aspect of the dopant layer,
we also performed optical transmission measurements of a 170
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
nm-thick F4-TCNQ/MEK layer spin coated on a glass substrate
to analyze its optical transparency in more detail over the broad
wavelength range from 550 nm to 1900 nm. Once the dopant
solution was stabilized, the resulting spin coated layer did not
diminish the transmittance over this entire wavelength range,
as shown in Fig. 6. As such, the layer offers real transparency for
wavelengths between 550 and 1900 nm. We note that the
transmittance of the glass substrate with a spin coated F4-
TCNQ/MEK layer is slightly higher compared to that of a bare
glass substrate due to interference effects induced by the layer,
as we also veried theoretically. We point out that we included
the thickness of the spin coated F4-TCNQ/MEK layers for
different concentrations F4-TCNQ in the ESI (Fig. S3†).

Thus, F4-TCNQ combined with MEK (and more generally
ketones) proves to be a very promising dopant system for optical
and photonic applications, resulting in a uniform, smooth and
optically transparent layer. The high solubility of F4-TCNQ in
MEK is also an important asset for its use as dopant solution
(see Section 2.2). In the next section, we investigate the inter-
actions between the F4-TCNQ and MEK molecules that are
responsible for the observed layer formation.

2.1.3 Analysis of F4-TCNQ/MEK interactions using 19F-
NMR and 13C-NMR spectroscopy. To further elucidate the
interactions between F4-TCNQ and MEK (and other ketone
solvents), liquid-state as well as solid-state NMR spectroscopy
was performed. Fig. 7 presents the 19F solid-state NMR spec-
trum of F4-TCNQ, showing two signals of equal intensity.
Although at rst sight a single signal would be expected
considering the chemical structure of F4-TCNQ (Fig. 2), the two
resonances in the solid-state spectrum can be attributed to the
two asymmetric unit cells which F4-TCNQ is constructed of
(inset of Fig. 7).

Subsequently, liquid-state 19F-NMR spectra were acquired of
solutions of F4-TCNQ in several ketone solvents, all showing
two times a double peak, i.e. a combination of two different F4-
TCNQ signals with approximately a 65/35 molar ratio as
demonstrated for a F4-TCNQ/MEK solution in Fig. 8a. As shown
by the 19F COSY 2D spectrum in Fig. 9, it is clear that the large
downeld (or small upeld) peaks represent uorine spins
which are J-coupled with each other. However, the uorine
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501 | 104495
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Fig. 6 Optical transmittance of a glass slide (grey dashed line) and a F4-TCNQ/MEK layer spin coated on glass (black full line).

Fig. 7 19F solid-state NMR spectrum of F4-TCNQ. The two peaks in
the spectrum are stemming from the two asymmetric unit cells which
F4-TCNQ is constructed of (see inset with the nitrogen atoms rep-
resented by blue and fluorine atoms by green colors). The red labels in
the spectrum show the relative integration values of the corre-
sponding peaks.

Fig. 8 19F liquid-state NMR spectra of F4-TCNQ dissolved in (a) MEK
and (b) acetonitrile. The red labels show the relative integration values
of the corresponding peaks. The inset represents a F4-TCNQ mole-
cule with nitrogen atoms indicated in blue and fluorine atoms indi-
cated in green colors.
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spins contributing to the large peaks are not J-coupled to those
contributing to the small peaks, meaning that these uorine
spins belong to two different spin systems. This can only be
explained by two fractions of F4-TCNQmolecules which interact
with the ketone solvent along different congurations and one
of which is dominant (involving 65% of the F4-TCNQ mole-
cules). Since no averaged 19F signal is observed in the NMR
spectra, the rate of exchange between these two different
congurations has to be slow compared to the NMR time scale
(see below). Conversely, F4-TCNQ in acetonitrile (Fig. 8b) leads
to one broad peak corresponding to all uorine atoms. The
reason why the two signal combinations (stemming from the
contribution of the asymmetric unit cells) are not resolved can
already be found in the UV-VIS spectra: since F4-TCNQ in
104496 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501
acetonitrile remains negatively ionized, the unpaired electron
causes very fast (paramagnetic) T2 relaxation and consequently
severe line broadening (decreasing relaxation time (T2) �
increasing relaxation rate (1/T2) � increasing width at half
height (n1/2)).47

These ndings were also clearly conrmed by the presence of
three MEK carbonyl signals in 13C-NMR spectra (see Fig. S2 of
ESI†): next to one signal around 207.2 ppm originating from
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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Fig. 9 19F COSY 2D spectrum of F4-TCNQ dissolved in MEK. The solid
and dotted lines indicate the J-coupled peaks, corresponding to two
different chemical environments for F4-TCNQ in MEK. The inset
represents a F4-TCNQmolecule with nitrogen atoms indicated in blue
and fluorine atoms indicated in green colors.
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pure ‘free’ MEK, there exist two additional signals in a 65/35
ratio between 202–204 ppm which correspond to MEK that is
‘bounded’ to F4-TCNQ along two different geometries. Based on
the frequency difference between the signals of ‘free’ and
‘bounded’ MEK (roughly 4 ppm, i.e. 400 Hz), the rate of
exchange between free and bounded MEK has to be smaller
than 400 Hz and hence relatively slow. Since no additional
solvent peaks are observed in the 13C-NMR spectrum of F4-
TCNQ in acetonitrile (see Fig. S1b of ESI†), we can thus
assume that no stable interactions take place between F4-TCNQ
and acetonitrile.

The NMR experiments conrm the presumption that F4-
TCNQ molecules dissolved in MEK (or ketone solvents)
Table 2 Interaction energies E (in kJ mol�1) and the resulting charge q (i
TCNQ combined with 6 different solvent molecules employed, as calcu
(calculated with dielectric constant for MEK 3 ¼ 18.246, cyclohexanone 3

¼ 4.711, see text for details)

B3LYP + BSSE

uB97XD
+
BSSE

uB97X
+
BSSE

E E q

MEK �22.65 �45.71 0.001
Cyclohexanone �24.07 �39.43 �0.021
Acetone �23.36 �38.97 �0.021
Acetone (enol) �14.19 �18.29 0.061
Acetonitrile �22.40 �35.29 �0.014
Chloroform �2.60 �28.72 �0.090

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
strongly interact with MEK, resulting in slower solvent evapo-
ration during spin coating so that the F4-TCNQ and solvent
molecules can form a self-assembled layer aer spin coating.

Further details on the results obtained through 13C-NMR
spectroscopy can be found in the ESI.†

2.1.4 Analysis of F4-TCNQ/MEK interactions through
quantum chemical calculations. A theoretical understanding of
the above described observations is given by quantum chemical
calculations. The results of the calculations are presented in
Table 2. Non-ketone solvents, such as chloroform and acetoni-
trile, bind less strongly to F4-TCNQ (the gas-phase B3LYP +
BSSE calculations indicate smaller interaction energies in
absolute values for these solvents as compared to ketone
solvents), which is consistent with their poor solubility or
incapacity to form layers with the dopant molecule, respectively.
Also the enol form of acetone (aer undergoing keto–enol tau-
tomery) does not reveal favourable binding properties. The
values of the interaction energy, aer the inclusion of dispersive
interactions in the description of the energy (see gas-phase
uB97XD + BSSE calculations vs. gas-phase B3LYP + BSSE
calculations), dramatically increase in absolute value, slightly
altering the ratios between them, and they still show less
interaction for the solvents mentioned above than for ketones.
In the gas phase the electron charge transfer (q for uB97XD +
BSSE) appears to occur from F4-TCNQ towards the ketone MEK,
so that the ketone unexpectedly serves as acceptor for F4-TCNQ
electrons while acetonitrile acts as donor. We see the same
trend in the solvent phase (see uB97XD + PCM calculations) for
both the MEK and cyclohexanone ketone solvents. These nd-
ings are in agreement with the UV-VIS spectra recorded for the
F4-TCNQ/MEK solution; in the thermodynamically stabilized
phase, the anion peaks were no longer present (Fig. 3A(c)). The
calculations suggest that there is only a small contribution to
the overall stabilization from the charge transfer between the
molecules, which is generally enhanced by the use of a solvent-
continuum, as expected, and that the largest part of the stabi-
lization is due to dipolar interactions and dispersion, consid-
ering the large increase in stabilization energy when the
dispersion contribution to the total energy is included in
uB97XD. In the case of MEK, a small fraction of electronic
n a.u.) on the F4-TCNQ fragment of the one-to-one complexes of F4-
lated using B3LYP, uB97XD and uB97XD + PCM, with BSSE and PCM
¼ 15.619, acetone 3 ¼ 20.493, acetonitrile 3 ¼ 35.688 and chloroform 3

D

uB97XD uB97XD + PCM uB97XD + PCM

E E q

�52.34 �32.17 0.015
�45.15 �32.63 0.022
�44.58 �23.83 �0.026
�20.13 �17.20 0.073
�39.26 �17.28 �0.011
�40.08 �33.73 �0.094
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charge (q ¼ 0.015 for uB97XD + PCM) is transferred from F4-
TCNQ as donor to the ketone solvent as acceptor molecule in
their thermodynamically stable state, and a strongly negative
interaction energy of �31.52 kJ mol�1 is found for F4-TCNQ in
MEK (uB97XD + PCM). The extra-ordinary behavior of F4-TCNQ
as donor when dissolved in MEK indicates a pre-organization of
the molecules already in the solution phase, comprising two
specic intermolecular congurations as found in Section 2.1.3,
and yields a uniform layer incorporating both F4-TCNQ and
solvent molecules aer spin coating. We can therefore assume
that the ketone solvent molecules act as a “linker” between F4-
TCNQ molecules in the smooth, uniform layer.
Fig. 10 Fitted curve for the change in charge carrier concentration (Dn
in cm�2) after doping of (A) epitaxial graphene (quasi-free-standing on
SiC substrates (6H)) and (B) CVD grown graphene on copper and
transferred to Si substrates with an F4-TCNQ/MEK layer as a function
of the concentration of F4-TCNQ. Each dopant solution is applied to
three different samples, and the curve is fitted along the moving
average method (window size ¼ 3).
2.2 Doping of graphene with an F4-TCNQ/MEK layer

The previous sections clearly reveal the advantageous chemical
and optical properties of F4-TCNQ in MEK (or ketones in
general). Indeed, a uniform and optically transparent layer can
be formed for a wide range of F4-TCNQ concentrations. In the
second part of the paper, we present the details about the actual
doping effect on graphene and discuss the ability to control the
doping effect by varying the F4-TCNQ concentration.

We performed doping experiments on two types of graphene:
on the one hand p-type hydrogen-intercalated quasi-free-
standing monolayer graphene grown on 6H-silicon-carbide
(SiC) (0001) substrates and on the other hand monolayer gra-
phene provided by CVD growth on copper and electrochemi-
cally transferred onto Si substrates. The doping was monitored
and quantied viaHall effect measurements, an effective way to
measure the electrical parameters of graphene.

2.2.1 Doping of graphene grown on SiC substrates. In
a rst stage, we focused on epitaxial hydrogen-intercalated
quasi-free-standing graphene grown on SiC substrates because
it is known that this type of graphene consistently exhibits high
quality:48 graphene grown on 6H-SiC (0001) features p-type
doping in the range between n ¼ +8.5 � 1012 cm�2 and +1.5 �
1013 cm�2, and amobility m up to 3000 cm2 V�1 s�1. Aer doping
graphene with the electron-acceptor F4-TCNQ, an increase of
the p-type charge carrier concentration and as a consequence
a decrease of the sheet resistance is expected. The mobility of
graphene will decrease unavoidably aer doping, but we aim at
keeping the mobility as high as possible.49 In Fig. 10A and Table
S1† the experimental results of the Hall measurements before
and aer doping graphene on 6H-SiC substrates with a F4-
TCNQ/MEK layer are shown for dopant concentrations
ranging from 2.5 to 40 mg ml�1.

Regardless the F4-TCNQ concentration applied, an increase
in charge carrier concentration was consistently observed
together with a reduction of the sheet resistance, as anticipated.
Despite the signicant increase in charge carrier concentra-
tions, the mobility decreased less than 50% and remained high
(m > 1000 cm2 V�1 s�1).

The change in charge carrier concentration as a function of
the F4-TCNQ concentration (Fig. 10A) exhibits a clear trend.
Indeed, in the rst region of the F4-TCNQ concentration range,
i.e. from 2.5 to 7.5 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK, we notice a strongly
increasing doping effect with increasing dopant concentration.
104498 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501
The maximal doping effect of Dn ¼ +1.09 � 1013 cm�2 (on the
curve tted along the moving average method) was reached at
7.5 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK, corresponding with a decrease of
the Fermi level of 0.20 eV and a 40% decrease of the sheet
resistance. This increase in doping effect is in line with the
literature on graphene doping with F4-TCNQ,35,50,51 and with
other dopant molecules:52,53 generally, the deposition of more
electron withdrawing molecules on graphene will enhance the
electron transfer from graphene, resulting in a stronger doping
effect. In the second region of the F4-TCNQ concentration
range, i.e. above 7.5 mg ml�1 MEK, a decreasing doping effect is
observed with increasing dopant concentration, being indica-
tive for saturation. Several factors are contributing to this
saturation effect: a higher F4-TCNQ concentration leads to
a denser F4-TCNQ distribution at the graphene interface, which
yields increasing intermolecular repulsion forces between
charged F4-TCNQ molecules51 and an increasing capturing
probability for freely moving holes of graphene due to the
presence of more ionized attraction centers.54 Due to this
saturation mechanism, increasing the F4-TCNQ concentrations
will only give rise to relatively more neutral F4-TCNQmolecules,
which will not contribute to the electron uptake.55 The best
compromise between the F4-TCNQ-MEK molecular organiza-
tion at the graphene interface and the doping capacities of F4-
TCNQ, is reached at a concentration of 7.5 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1

MEK. Given this concentration dependence, we can control
the net increase in doping of graphene over the range fromDn¼
+5.73 � 1012 cm�2 to +1.09 � 1013 cm�2.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
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We note that these results were obtained about 10 days aer
the doping was applied. Because the organic doping layer
consists of connected F4-TCNQ molecules with the ability to
strongly delocalize the electrons, the values were slowly
changing during the rst days until stabilization was obtained.
Once the maximal doping effect was reached, it remained
constant (a maximum change of 10% of the doping value is
observed), over a period of several months when preserving the
samples at room temperature, in a dark and humid free
environment.

2.2.2 Doping of graphene transferred onto Si substrates. In
order to verify whether our doping procedure is affected by the
type of graphene or the substrate, the same experiments and
dopant solutions were applied to graphene provided by CVD
growth on copper and electrochemically transferred on Si
samples. When aiming at implementing graphene in optical or
electronic applications, transferring graphene on a freely
chosen substrate is necessary. Typical Hall characterization
results56 for this type of graphene indicate a p-type charge
carrier concentration n of the order of +(2–6) � 1012 cm�2,
a mobility m ranging from 300 to 2000 cm2 V�1 s�1 and a sheet
resistance R in the range of 1.2–2.6 kU sq�1. The values before
and aer applying the dopant solution F4-TCNQ/MEK are pre-
sented in Fig. 10B and Table S2.†

Keeping in mind the above mentioned typical values for the
initial electrical parameters of CVD-grown transferred gra-
phene,56 we made a selection of our samples such that all of
them fullled the conditions of a highmobility (m > 700 cm2 V�1

s�1) and low sheet resistance (R < 2 kU sq�1), as ultimate quality
validation.

We nd that the maximum net doping effect is reached at
the concentration of 7.5 mg F4-TNCQ ml�1 MEK, as observed
before for graphene on SiC substrates, and the maximum
doping effect is of the same order of magnitude as the
maximum found previously (Dn around +1.0 � 1013 cm�2, cor-
responding with a decrease of 0.21 eV in Fermi energy and
a 41% decrease of the sheet resistance), although the two types
of graphene are quite different and the CVD graphene features
a lower mobility (on average m6H-SiC (2500 cm2 V�1 s�1) > mCVD

(1500 cm2 V�1 s�1)). Since the increasing doping trend for
dopant concentrations from 2.5 to 7.5 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK
was less pronounced here than it was for graphene on SiC
substrates, we included an extra concentration below 2.5 mg
(i.e. 1 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK) to verify this trend. When
applying again the moving average method for tting the curve
in Fig. 10B, we observe the same trend as for graphene on SiC
substrates. Also here a saturation regime with lowering doping
effect is present for concentrations higher than 7.5 mg F4-TCNQ
ml�1 MEK.

The doping effect on graphene can also be expressed in terms
of change in sheet conductance (Ds [mS]); the same trend is
observed as noticed for the change in charge carrier concentra-
tion (Fig. S4 in ESI†). To complete the analysis of the doping
effect, we also performed Raman spectroscopy measurements on
graphene before and aer doping. These measurements clearly
show a frequency-upshiing of the 2D-band and G-band, being
indicative for p-type doping (Fig. S5 in ESI†).
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2016
Since other ketone solvents also feature similar benets
regarding solubility and layer formation for F4-TCNQ doping,
a preliminary study about the doping effect of F4-TCNQ dissolved
in other ketone solvents was also performed. We could establish
a structure–activity relation. Indeed, the larger the solvent mole-
cule, the higher the F4-TCNQ concentration required to reach the
maximum doping effect. This observation originates from the
molecular organization in the layer; since the ketone molecules
are incorporated in the dopant layer, using larger solvent mole-
cules yields a lower density of F4-TCNQ molecules in the layer as
compared to their density in an F4-TCNQ/MEK layer. Therefore,
there is less direct contact between graphene and F4-TCNQ in
case larger ketone molecules than MEK are used. Acetone is the
only ketone molecule that is smaller than MEK, but there the
layer formation encounters difficulties due to acetone's higher
susceptibility to water and lower boiling point in comparison
with MEK. Consequently, MEK will be the most promising
solvent as it embodies stable layer formation and yields the
maximum doping effect at the lowest F4-TCNQ concentration
compared to the other ketone solvents. A comprehensive ketone
solvent study for F4-TCNQ doping will be published in a separate
paper.

2.2.3 Comparison between doping of graphene with F4-
TCNQ evaporated powder and with F4-TCNQ/MEK layer. We
mentioned earlier the research of Coletti et al.,35 where F4-
TCNQ doping was applied to obtain charge neutrality of
initially n-doped graphene. They deposited F4-TCNQ on gra-
phene via thermal evaporation in ultrahigh vacuum, resulting
in a powder-like coating. The obtained change in charge carrier
concentration aer full coverage with F4-TCNQ was reported to
be +7.15 � 1012 cm�2. The latter value is signicantly smaller
than the doping capacity obtained here for the F4-TCNQ/MEK
layer at the optimal concentration of 7.5 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1

MEK, namely Dn ¼ +1.09 � 1013 cm�2 for epitaxial hydrogen-
intercalated graphene on SiC substrates and Dn ¼ +1.05 �
1013 cm�2 for graphene transferred from copper on Si samples
(see Fig. 10A and B).

Hence, when F4-TCNQ is organized in a layer together with
the MEK solvent, the electron withdrawing activity at the gra-
phene interface is approximately 50% stronger than when F4-
TCNQ is deposited as a powder on graphene. The reasons
underpinning this nding are twofold. A rst reason was
already given in the previous section on the quantum chemical
calculations for the interactions between F4-TCNQ and MEK as
a charge transfer complex. Table 2 showed for the uB97XD +
PCM calculations that the resulting charge q on the F4-TCNQ
fragment for the one-to-one complex equals +0.015 (in a.u.),
indicating that the overall electron withdrawing capacities for
F4-TCNQ dissolved in MEK will be stronger. The second reason
can be traced back to the spatial organization of the layer. The
incorporated MEK solvent molecules are surrounding the F4-
TCNQ molecules in the layer as “linker” molecules, hence
reducing the repulsion between charged F4-TCNQ molecules
and facilitating the charge delocalization through the organi-
zation of a connected F4-TCNQ “chain” in the organic layer.
Hence the MEK solvent molecules will enhance the electron
transfer between graphene and F4-TCNQ.
RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501 | 104499
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As pointed out in the introduction, apart from our F4-TCNQ
based graphene doping method, also other techniques have
been reported where very high transparency of the dopant
system has been achieved over a given wavelength domain,
and one of them, namely the plasma treatment-based method
of Pham et al.,15 even achieved a 60% reduction of the sheet
resistance of CVD graphene, while the corresponding reduc-
tion in this paper equals 41%. However, as opposed to the
method of Pham et al., our doping approach offers for the rst
time both very high transparency and a very low surface
roughness, the latter being extremely important to avoid light
scattering in optical applications. Furthermore, the herein
proposed method does not require ultrahigh vacuum or
plasma treatment and is very practical from a technological
point of view, hence generally enhancing the applicability of
F4-TCNQ-based graphene doping through wet chemistry
approaches. These properties enable for the rst time
controllable chemical graphene doping with true optical
quality as required for optical and photonic applications and
components such as photonic integrated devices and
nonlinear wavelength converters.

3. Conclusion

We have developed a new controllable chemical doping method
for graphene fullling for the rst time the requirement of
optical transparency and low surface roughness as needed for
optical and photonic applications. This method relies on
combining the electron-acceptor F4-TCNQ with ketone solvents
such as MEK. Ketones exhibit an excellent solubility for F4-
TCNQ over a wide dopant concentration range. When spin
coating the F4-TCNQ/MEK solution, a uniform homogeneous
layer is formed, regardless the type of substrate used (silicon,
glass or graphene). Moreover, the F4-TCNQ/MEK layer exhibits
a very low surface roughness corresponding to an optical quality
of l/1000 (at the wavelength of 500 nm) when spin coated on
polished Si samples and is highly transparent over a wide
wavelength range from 550 to 1900 nm. The layer formation
mechanism relies on the ketone functional group that engages
in a specic interaction with the F4-TCNQ molecules based on
an extra-ordinary charge transfer complex.

Through Hall measurements, we have found that the F4-
TCNQ/MEK layers induce effective p-doping for initially
(weakly) p-type graphene: the charge carrier concentration
increases signicantly while still enabling high carrier mobility
in the graphene sheet. The doping effect is controllable with
a net increase in charge carrier concentration ranging from Dn
¼ +5.73 � 1012 cm�2 to +1.09 � 1013 cm�2 (for epitaxial
hydrogen-intercalated graphene (6H) on SiC substrates) or from
Dn ¼ +5.56 � 1012 cm�2 to +1.04 � 1013 cm�2 (for graphene
transferred from copper to Si samples) when varying the dopant
concentrations from 2.5 to 40 mg F4-TCNQ ml�1 MEK. These
values show that F4-TCNQ incorporated in a layer exhibits an up
to 50% higher doping efficiency in comparison with thermally
evaporated F4-TCNQ on epitaxial graphene on SiC.

Together with the benecial layer uniformity, smoothness
and optical transparency, this new chemical doping approach is
104500 | RSC Adv., 2016, 6, 104491–104501
most viable in particular when optical-quality graphene doping
for optical and photonic applications is required.
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